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Student Plagiarism

By PAT HANRAHAN

Asst News Editor

Under the direction of Dean Allan Morehead of the College Dr. Allan Morehead, a student can be expelled from college for any of certain steps will be taken. The student will receive a grade of "F" for the course in question. Suspension or expulsion of the student can occur, with a grade of "WP" (withdrawal passing) assigned to the student's permanent record card. All procedures and actions taken will be recorded on the student's permanent record card.

The directive defines plagiarism and states that reports and papers submitted to the college and the faculty must be annotated for any work copied from another source, or even work that was not copied from another source but is not significantly different from work that was copied from another source. The student must be informed of any serious charges of plagiarism.

In the past, plagiarism was not taken seriously, and students were not aware of the consequences of plagiarism. However, with the new policy, plagiarism will be reviewed by a committee of the dean, the chairman of the specific department, the course instructor and one other person.

The new policy is not a sudden decision. A number of new majors, an enrichment of the M.A. graduate program, a development of a new curriculum and a case in point is the American history. The importance of black history. A teacher of black history must be aware of the Negro's quest for freedom, equality and dignity. MSC's course in black history, now open to both students and undergraduates, will be offered in the next semester in the evening division only unless sufficient demand is made by MSC students to have the course repeated on the undergraduate level. The course will probably be offered again next summer. All students interested in the course should report such an interest to the history department. The only prerequisite to the course is an acquaintance with American history.

Science Department Provides House For Plants, Animals

By SANDY DOCTOROFF

The Science Department has not been able to have the course repeated on the undergraduate level. The conference was held at Duke University from Aug. 17 to Aug. 24. Fifty-five colleges and universities from all over the United States were invited to attend. Of the schools represented, among them the University of Texas, the University of Oklahoma, the University of Florida and Stanford, MSC was the only college to have offered a course in black history.

The conference, held on a workshop basis, presented discussions and lectures on the importance of black history. A staff composed of black and white scholars in history and related fields conducted the lectures which were to evolve much of the credit for the Negro's quest for freedom, equality and dignity. The conference was held at Duke University from Aug. 17 to Aug. 24. Fifty-five colleges and universities from all over the United States were invited to attend. Of the schools represented, among them the University of Texas, the University of Oklahoma, the University of Florida and Stanford, MSC was the only college to have offered a course in black history.

The conference, held on a workshop basis, presented discussions and lectures on the importance of black history. A staff composed of black and white scholars in history and related fields conducted the lectures which were to evolve much of the credit for the Negro's quest for freedom, equality and dignity.

The more observant of that species related to the sidewalk will be housed in the glass greenhouse. The greenhouse will soon become home to several hundred species of both plants and animals. The plants will be housed in the glass structure — MSC's first greenhouse. The animals will eventually share a room adjacent to the greenhouse.

Science Department Provides House For Plants, Animals

By SANDY DOCTOROFF

The Science Department has not been able to have the course repeated on the undergraduate level. The conference was held at Duke University from Aug. 17 to Aug. 24. Fifty-five colleges and universities from all over the United States were invited to attend. Of the schools represented, among them the University of Texas, the University of Oklahoma, the University of Florida and Stanford, MSC was the only college to have offered a course in black history.

The conference, held on a workshop basis, presented discussions and lectures on the importance of black history. A staff composed of black and white scholars in history and related fields conducted the lectures which were to evolve much of the credit for the Negro's quest for freedom, equality and dignity.
Psolka Elected Galumph Editor by Acclamation

French Leftists Kicks Off Lecture Series

Francois Mitterrand, leader of the non-Communist Left in France, was a guest lecturer of the Council of International and National Affairs (CINA). Mitterrand is one of several controversial speakers CINA has sponsored in accordance with the SGA's ruling declaring Montclair State an "open campus."

As the leader of the non-Communist Left, Mitterrand was De Gaulle's opponent in the June referendum. Although De Gaulle was again victorious, it is widely accepted that the eventual bastions of the non-Communist Left in France will yet be contested between Mitterrand and George Pompidou.

Mitterrand has the precarious task of maintaining his reputation as the French leader who has "the character not to be led astray by the Communists." He must form a common platform from his component groups of the Federation of the Left, associated liberals, Social Democrats and various leftist splinter groups. In an attempt to accomplish this Herculean task, Mitterrand has had to form an alliance with the Communists on his left while maintaining his relationships with the moderates to his right. How long he can stay "inside the fence" is a matter of international concern. CINA officers stress that the opportunity to hear Mitterrand at this critical time in France's history will afford students a better insight into this man and perhaps, the eventual outcome in France.

Mitterrand will speak on Mon. Oct. 21, at 8 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium. Admission is free and the public and various civic groups are invited.

"Kubrick provides the viewer with the closest equivalent to psychedelic experience this side of hallucinogens!" — Magazine "A fantastic movie about man's future! An unprecedented psychedelic roller coaster of an experience!" — Magazine "Kubrick's '2001' is the ultimate trip!" — Christian Science Monitor
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
Theme of Homecoming '68;
Town and College Unite

Nadine Udall and John LaManna, Homecoming co-chairmen.

By MIKE ANDREA
Staff Reporter

"Homecoming this year will be bigger and better than ever before. For the first time, the town of Montclair is really getting involved with Homecoming," said Nadine Udall and John LaManna, co-chairmen of Homecoming '68. This year's Homecoming marks MSC's 60th anniversary and the town of Upper Montclair is helping the school to celebrate. The merchants and citizens of Montclair are donating money and prizes and are sponsoring contests to help make this year's Homecoming one of the best ever. Since it is MSC's 60th anniversary the theme will be Montclair "Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow." Homecoming '68 will be highlighted by two concerts: one on Fri., Nov. 1, by the MAGNIFICENT MEN and on Sun., Nov. 3, by GARY PUCKETT AND THE UNION GAP.

Homecoming will also be marked by several other innovations to the program. For the first time, the Homecoming game will be played at night, under the newly installed lighting system. Another new aspect is the extended period of float construction. Students working on organizational floats will be excused from class after 12 p.m. on Fri., Nov. 1. This feature was introduced to get more people at the Friday night concert.

Friday night will be a busy one, with the concert, a bonfire-- pep rally and a dance being planned for the evening. On Saturday the float construction will continue in the morning until 1:30 p.m. when the parade is scheduled to start. At 8 p.m. the Homecoming football game MSC vs. Trenton State will kick off.

A tricycle race will be held Sunday at noon. The program for the weekend ends in a grand finals on Sunday, at 3:30 p.m., with GARY PUCKETT AND THE UNION GAP in concert.

In closing the interview, John LaManna said that the committee chairmen for Homecoming had been picked but many other people were needed to make Homecoming a big success as it is hoped to be. Anyone interested in helping out should contact Nadine Udall or John LaManna through Mr. McKnight's office.
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'Dr. Pratt'
(Continued from Page 1)
fac ulty, curriculum, facilities, and, perhaps most importantly, student body at Montclair should be reaching a higher level. The need for a well varied student body is strongly emphasized by Dr. Pratt. The college will be more open to out of state students and studies are to be conducted to seek new ways to make Montclair more attractive to students from foreign nations. Not only is geographic variety stressed, but also variety of the chronological nature, gaining students both young and old. Dr. Pratt feels that the differences found within a student body are the source of a very strong educational force in itself. If the November bond issue passes, a projected student body of a minimum of 6500 may be expected by 1975.
A possible aid to students in the future at MSC could well be an "Information Services Administration." Such a service would deal with stores of knowledge, other than books in the library, made easily accessible to students. A "data bank," movies and slides used extensively and a computerized library hooked up with libraries in New York and Washington would be components of such a program.

What would be the cost of such an all encompassing renovation of Montclair? The existing budget would more than double in becoming a selective, experimental type college as previously mentioned, "something along the lines of Sarah Lawrence College in New York," stated Dr. Pratt.

'Student Plagiarism'
(Continued from Page 1)
to the passing of this bill, there was no specific manner in which cases of this sort were handled. In most cases the individual teacher took action, sometimes in conjunction with the department chairman and the Dean.

It was stressed by Dr. Morehead that it is necessary for teachers to instill in students in the proper methods of writing a research paper. The freshmen in particular arrive at the college without this fundamental knowledge. Mrs. Knecht noted that it is difficult to pinpoint cases of willful plagiarism.

The statement was distributed to freshmen during orientation and to some upper classmen in their courses this semester.

Pratt. And naturally, in advancing to university dimensions, the budget would be multiplied several times more than twice.

Dr. Pratt realizes that he is treading on dangerous territory in attempting to reorganize Montclair, in that he believes that the current level of education is quite high.

He also knows that MSC must be a living, growing institution and must not be allowed to become a stagnant anachronism. "To preserve the best of what we have and bring in the best of the new," is Dr. Pratt's simple statement of his most complicated task.
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Expensive new Bic Clic® for big spenders 49c
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HERE AT MSC?

The events of the past week or two seem to indicate that there is a definite trend toward the formation of a Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) group on the Montclair campus. Whether rumor or actually, the MONTCLARION feels it should clear up certain misconceptions on this potentially vital issue in the history of the college.

Reviewing the events of last spring at Columbia and the incidents which are presently taking place in Mexico City and in various parts of Latin America, the more conservative members of the student body tend to be quite unceptive to the idea of the establishment of a similar organization here at MSC. However, before any rash judgements are hurled about from cafeteria table to classroom and back again, let it be remembered that the Columbia incident occurred because of a rather tight-lipped administration and a campus structure which allowed little room for communication among students, faculty and administration.

This is not the case here at MSC. Lines of communication are always open and doors and ears open whenever students have legitimate grievances.

Would the SDS here at MSC be as violent or more violent than those segments of the same at Columbia and Berkeley? It is hard to say ahead of time. Could it be equated with the ultra-left wingers which seem to be running rampant in our society today? Again, it's hard to say and wrong to prejude. The administration will have to wait it out to see if the SDS here at MSC does get off the ground (or will it be an "unholy ground" if not supported by the SGA?).

In other words, will SDS here at MSC be a constructive or destructive force? These are the questions which remain unanswered. However, it is known that ANYTHING can happen here at MSC; it is up to the concerned student body and administration to see that it doesn't.

A MATTER OF TASTE

In this day and age when everyone is screaming for academic freedom and people like "Max Frost" demand power, it is paradoxical that students at MSC fail to take advantage of events of cultural consequence. For example, it is ironic that a "Lettermen" concert receives more of an audience than a James Meredith lecture. However, it is obvious that the matter of individual taste must be considered. Nevertheless, a college education attempts to provide a well-rounded basis for cultural growth and these opportunities must not be ignored.

LITERAL DISHONESTY

Over the summer, the Committee on Examinations and Academic Standards issued a rigid statement on plagiarism which would prohibit if a student is found guilty of such a misdemeanor. What were the reasons for such a policy? Has plagiarism or "literary dishonesty" as the statement prefers to call it been detected in increasingly greater proportions over the past academic years?

The "old" honor system CAN perhaps work in an educational set-up where grades and diplomas are not as valued and/or where moral standards are without blemish. However, this not being the case, there is little doubt as to the need for such a statement.

The philosophy of the statement on plagiarism, therefore, is not at fault. It is the mechanics which will be open to question. All cases of "literary dishonesty" will be reviewed by a committee composed of administrators and faculty. Should not a student or two be added for good taste and justice? Also, if direct quotes, paraphrases and summaries of others are banned by the statement, the student will have to be sure to write only on those topics which he fully comprehends in order to avoid a page full of footnotes. The policy on plagiarism can be beneficial, but only when properly executed by reasonable and fair faculty.

HAIL PASS/FAIL

Montclair State College has taken another step in the progress from a state teachers institution to a liberal arts college. That step is the acceptance of the pass/fail system. According to SGC requirements, any undergraduate student may select one course per semester to elect for pass/fail credit. Major courses, student teaching and methods courses are not eligible.

According to the pass/fail application there is no cumulative average requirement making this mark system available to all MSC students. The increasing flexibility of the academic requirements of the college is shown through the offering of the pass/fail system to anyone interested and not just a selected few.

It is hoped that this program will be well received by faculty, students and administration and that next semester it will include more than one course per student to be taken pass/fail.

UP TO DATE

With the publication of the third issue of the MONTCLARION, the editors have taken a minute to reflect and survey our accomplishments this fall.

We have printed 28 pages of news within our first three issues.

We are printing on a weekly basis.

We have an expanded staff composed of about 40 students.

We have a journalism course which is run by Professor Thomas H. Richardson.

We own two working typewriters, one file cabinet, three desks and eight chairs.

This is a plea to the administration for our own office.

from The President's Desk

Some questions have been raised as to whether we at Montclair have an "open" campus and whether organizations are free to bring controversial speakers to address them. The answer to both of these questions is emphatically, yes. At this time all legitimate outside groups are free to recruit Montclair students and faculty on campus. This means that school district, business corporations, and the military services are accepted on campus, and are provided facilities for such recruitment. Naturally, there is a standard procedure which an outside group must follow in order to be assigned a place to carry on this activity. I believe that this "open campus" policy has been generally endorsed by all aspects of this college community. The policy is subject to review, however, and if the various representative groups, students and faculty, wish to reconsider the policy, change could occur.

Chartered organizations at Montclair State College are free to bring any speaker to campus to address their particular group. For this purpose there is a standard method of acquiring rooms, facilities and services through Mr. McKnight's office in Life Hall.

Ours is an academic community and no viewpoint should frighten us. Freedom of speech is essential if we are to maintain our right to examine, deliberate, discuss and debate various viewpoints. This freedom is also dependent upon a protection from coercion, intimidation, fear and violence. The practice of heckling, disruption and rioting which have recently occurred in academic communities also present a great danger to freedom. This kind of coercion can be an inhibiting freedom as oppressive administrative directives.

In my opinion there is no significant person or group on our campus who desires to curtail those activities which are a legitimate part of life of our academic community. If the College machinery for promoting and protecting freedom is not adequate I appeal to all to help improve that machinery. If our present method for democratic representation of all aspects of this college community is not satisfactory let us make the necessary improvements. If our present method of protecting minority rights is not adequate, again I suggest that we change our structure for representation in decision making.

In next week's issue of the MONTCLARION, I will make some specific suggestions as to how we can improve our system of decision making here at the College.

Thomas H. Richardson
Carnival which was held in the finally figured out that the annual had remained barren despite repeated efforts to seed it. "We lawn area in front of College High centuries ago. It has a couple of new here at MSC," commented our college newspaper, the Trinity College came to Montclair State as the MONTCLARION office in is Irish — his brogue says so. conversation about the affairs of bright green sweater and a Life Hall. "And we work out of a University of Dublin's Trinity he probably was not acquainted wrote that "men are studious to the pass-fail system. But this is the age old problem by instituting the pass-fail system. He stated that the first major problem arose some students felt that it was their prerogative to determine what was pass and what wall fail. This is definitely against school policy. The misunderstanding arose mainly because of the misinterpretation of the fact that a student's average at graduation must be a 2.0, so anything under this mark is a failure. This, of course, as the Dean pointed out, is not always the case.

Another question which arises is — why is there such a thing as pass-fail? The basic reason, according to Dean Kuolt, is that it helps to encourage students to take more courses in which they always greener.

By KARYN BYKOWSKY Features Staff

Even though the grassy sections of the campus were used extensively this Fall, Grounds Director Joseph McGinty predicts that more lawns will be available for Spring use. "We've been watching the grass this year, and we are very pleased to see that the students are able to use it," he said.

In previous years, the central lawns behind Science Hall, which had remained barren despite repeated efforts to seed it. "We finally figured out that the annual Carnival which was held in the misconception concerning this new innovation. According to Dean Kuolt, there are many misunderstandings on the part of the student body and the faculty concerning the pass-fail system. He stated that the first major problem arose some students felt that it was their prerogative to determine what was pass and what wall fail. This is definitely against school policy. The misunderstanding arose mainly because of the misinterpretation of the fact that a student's average at graduation must be a 2.0, so anything under this mark is a failure. This, of course, as the Dean pointed out, is not always the case.

Another question which arises is — why is there such a thing as pass-fail? The basic reason, according to Dean Kuolt, is that it helps to encourage students to take more courses in which they are interested but afraid to take for fear of failing. It is not intended to be a system that allows a student to "skip" through his difficult courses. Instead, the system should be used to help build a student's self-confidence and not to give him a chance to by-pass his responsibilities.

The general acceptance of the system is quite promising since approximately half of the student body who are electing courses this semester are taking an active part. The Dean also announces that there will be an open meeting probably sometime in November in order to get some reactions from the student body concerning this new innovation. Judging from most of the reactions of students already interviewed, it is obvious that this system is being well received. But of course as with all good systems, there are some bad points which should be considered. For instance, what if a student decides to take a course pass-fail and it turns out to be the only "A" course of his college career. Or what about the problem concerning a professor's attitude toward the student who takes his course pass-fail?

So in order to make MSC students realize the real purpose of the pass-fail system, I would like to make another reference to the quote I used earlier. Remember that a little failure once in a while might help to "build character" but please keep in mind that improper use of this concept might just turn you into an "unemployed character."

By DAVID M. LEVINE

From a quick glance at his bright green sweater and a conversation about the affairs of the world, you know Roger Glass is Irish — his brogue says so.

Roger, 21, a senior at the University of Dublin's Trinity College came to Montclair State as a part-time undergraduate student — and he wishes he could stay.

"Everything is so modern and new here at MSCP," commented the Irish business-administration major. "It's really a fantastic place."

"I'm the business manager of our college newspaper, the Trinity News," he said as he walked into the MONTCLARION office in Life Hall. "And we work out of a place that must have been built centuries ago. It has a couple of windows if you look hard enough."

As he looked around the MONTCLARION office, he seemed surprised to see two telephones on the editor's desk. "We have two telephones in our office too, but we have to pay three pence (five cents) for each call we make."

But Irish universities aren't as bad as they sound. "After all," commented Roger, "we have five weeks for Christmas vacation and five weeks for our Easter holiday, and these are many official holidays in between."

But it's not all fun and games for students who are the first to say a lot of studying for our exams during the time. During his five-week visit here, Roger visited New York City ("It's rather dense there, you know?") and watched the Chicago Bears on television. "In fact," says Roger, "I even like your school paper; the MONTCLARION, isn't it?"

By M. Antebi

Tuition hike 'unfair' say part-time scholars.

By MARILYN DI MARTINO Education Staff

This past summer, the New Jersey State Board of Education officially raised the tuition costs of all state colleges. This rise in costs is causing many protest from part-time college students, especially those at Rutgers University in New Brunswick. Many Rutgers part-time students claim that they pay $2,560 for their B.A. degree, $960 more than full-time students. They also state that because of the educational faculties and what they term inferior treatment, part-time students should pay less. In response to the unrest, Rutgers board members are working on a plan to equalize tuition which should include a raise in dormitory fees. Also at Montclair State, some students claim that part-time students pay more for their degrees and receive less facilities. According to Mrs. Maxine Bullard, recorder of the MSCP Evening Division, part-time undergraduate students pay $20 a credit for a B.A. degree, while graduate students pay $25 a credit for the same degree.

According to the MSCP Evening Division, there is no plan to equalize tuition here or to change present facility arrangements. Not everyone agrees with the Rutgers rebellion. Mike Brower, a Rutgers student, feels that, "To equalize tuition would result in a raise in full-time tuition and considering the recent raise, another one would be unjust to satisfy minority demands." Miss Carole Scannell, of MSCP, states that, "Tuition rates have already more than doubled and to equalize them in another raise, why not lower both?"

By Don Rosse, Special to MONTCLARION

New Jersey's exodus of college students is increasing steadily, warns the New Jersey State Board of Education. But more alarming is the developing squeeze that may pinch this long-standing brain drain off.

The exodus is caused by the sparsity of places New Jersey provides in public colleges for its own high school graduates, says the NJEA, the journal for New Jersey teachers. NJEA has objected to false State economies that push students out-of-state for higher education. When they find careers elsewhere, too, young leaders are lost to New Jersey.

But worse, is what lies ahead. Unless New Jersey expands its public colleges, the exodus will be stopped by lack of places out-of-state. Private colleges are expanding much less rapidly than is demand for enrollment, the REVIEW warns, and public colleges are beginning to blacklist applicants from freeloader states such as New Jersey. Soon many qualified New Jersey high school graduates may have nowhere to go for higher education.
There's a committee for almost everything at MSC

By DONNA MCKEE
STAFF REPORTER

A Committee on Committees?

The title sounds redundant, but it's a group composed of three faculty members selected by the faculty, and the dean of the college. It's one of many committees within the college. However, the system is seen by some as ineffectual and unnecessary. It's a committee based on complaints that, once appointed to a committee, the members are not doing any work.

Dean Morehead explains this in terms of "busyness." "Some committees are busier than others. When there is no activity in certain areas, I suppose the committee could be disbanded. But, when there is activity, and the area heats up, we have nowhere toologically channel the problem."

An example of a "busy" committee is the Curriculum Committee. Because of the constant interest and concern in this area, it has been divided into three sub-committees: Resource Committee on Liberal Arts, Resource Committee on Teaching Education, and Resource Committee on Professional and Pre-professional Programs.

Pss-Fail Cited

The pass/fail system is one of the products of the Curriculum Committee. The suggestion was brought to the dean by students interested in the idea. The dean then referred it to the Committee and after studying the advantages and disadvantages, referred it back to the dean as a recommendation.

Other committees are functioning relatively steadily, such as the Domestic and Foreign Student Exchange Committee, the University Community Reviewing Policies and Procedures Committee, and the Review Committee to Implement the Objectives of MSC's Exchange Programs. Likewise, the Honor System Committee has a constant responsibility to the students in creating a program to develop characteristics of professional integrity.

Dean Morehead also believes that faculty members should join committees. "It's part of their job. They are often urged to join one committee rather than another due to their particular expertise."

A major part of the committee system is the student body. Some committees, such as the College Coordinating Committee, the Curriculum Committee, and the Disciplinary Review Committee, appoint the presidents of the sophomore, junior and senior classes as ex-officio appointments. This permits these people to extend their authority through the committees, thereby increasing the representation of the student body in general.

The ex-officio members are appointed to committees by SGA president Bob Martinez. With the approval of these appointments, the student body has increased its participation in the administration of student affairs. "It's a group composed of three faculty members selected by the faculty, and the dean of the college. It's one of many committees within the college. However, the system is seen by some as ineffectual and unnecessary. It's a committee based on complaints that, once appointed to a committee, the members are not doing any work. Thus, there is activity, and the area heats up, we have nowhere toologically channel the problem."

An example of a "busy" committee is the Curriculum Committee. Because of the constant interest and concern in this area, it has been divided into three sub-committees: Resource Committee on Liberal Arts, Resource Committee on Teaching Education, and Resource Committee on Professional and Pre-professional Programs. "Pss-Fail Cited

The pass/fail system is one of the products of the Curriculum Committee. The suggestion was brought to the dean by students interested in the idea. The dean then referred it to the Committee and after studying the advantages and disadvantages, referred it back to the dean as a recommendation.

Other committees are functioning relatively steadily, such as the Domestic and Foreign Student Exchange Committee, the University Community Reviewing Policies and Procedures Committee, and the Review Committee to Implement the Objectives of MSC's Exchange Programs. Likewise, the Honor System Committee has a constant responsibility to the students in creating a program to develop characteristics of professional integrity.
IT'S A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH

opinion left by A. Inlsey

'Admirable apathy' lives on campus

Let us continue to ignore the gross injustices extant in the system of education, we are being "educated." Let us allow Chancellor Dungan and the State Board of Higher Education to loyalize arbitrary increases in our tuition. The deplorably low position of New Jersey in state aid to higher education is well known. It is indeed to the credit of our great state, that it has chosen toameliorate this situation by assessing those people most willing to pay the students of MSC and the other state colleges.

It is indeed to the credit of the students that they have tacitly begun the University of Pennsylvania's "Regime" for the first time this year, the kiddies were allowed to make their own regulations, it is, indeed, cannot be palmed-off as a "liberal" philosophy that is, or two or three on campus claiming that the SDS-Montclair State happening, including Richard Insley (its unofficial failure), superficially equate apathy with conservatism. The charge is, of course, so ludicrous that I would have preferred not to comment on the situation. But Mr. Insley and his cohorts seem so cocksure of themselves and their groovy little philosophy that a word or two on this matter may be necessary. Every 3 a.m. as in any social setup there are the folks that desire to remain "in loco parentis" to the dorm students have to carry with them the awesome responsibility of not only upholding their own personal values, but the values of the administration besides. Q.3: Should dorm regulations be changed by a majority student rule?

Everyone agreed that the curfews must be extended. At this time, the dormitory council is reviewing the recommendation that curfews be extended to 1 a.m. for weekday nights and 2 a.m. weekends with no additional provisions for extensions. Other suggestions included a weekday 1 a.m. and no curfews on weekends and a key policy for seniors and juniors with parental consent.

A related question put to the 10 people whose opinions are requested: "Do you think the boys have curfews without the girls?" Q.4: Would an "in loco parentis" signify permissive or restrictive behavior? Q.5: Should dorm students have the option to make their own choices, their own responsibilities?

One coed's answer was that "a lot of freshman girls try to please upper-class boys. Curfews would give them a place to be at a certain time. It may help to keep them all in line. There has been an agreement that an abandonment of dorm policy would be an invitation to sexual exploitation."

Four people (two men and two women) agreed that since permissive attitudes have existed among both "in loco parentis" would be an attempt at honesty in the "tell it like it is" viewpoint. Five maintained that this would provide the students with a chance to develop their own values; but by this time you either have your own values or somebody else's and college students today are doing what they want to do with or without administrative approval. The last issue, that of potential open house in the dorms, was received with enthusiasm by 10 students.

An open house policy would mean that on certain nights of the week men could visit the girls and vice-versa.

Nancy Tirtill, junior, music: "I feel that the fact that women have curfews is a complete injustice and cruelty to the female population of our college. There should be no reason why the men can have no curfews and the women must have one. This is defeating the American tradition of equal rights. On the other hand, in compromising, we could give both the boys and girls a logical code."

Joanne Morgan, sophomore Speech: "Boys should have curfews because they would have 3 a.m. Other side: "Girls should have curfews, for their protection."

The Student Government office at MSC have opportunities to discuss their views about dormitory regulations; however, in Sharro Hart, sophomore home ec major in Russ Hall said, "Girls never complained, why I'm not allowed to go get things changed. Still, the stipulation remains that no matter what the administration does, the final decisions regarding changes must have the approval of the administration."

As the initial entry in this year's Montclairian, such basic material will be presented in this column today. The Student Government, as the name implies, is an organization of students for students. As such, it is evident that somehow the student body itself should be involved. There are many ways to insure the direct involvement of the students themselves.

The first and best way, if there is indeed a "best" way, is for the student to vote at the election time for the individuals who he feels are best suited for that position. By visiting the Student Government office, on the second floor of Life Hall, the students can voice their opinions. If one is so lucky as to catch an officer at the right time, he will gladly at down and talk about any item of interest which might be pressing at the moment. Of course, the final decisions regarding changes must have the approval of the administration.

Further, it seems to me that there is little liberty of many a student merely interested in obtaining an education.

There are rumbles from the student minority backing the SDS-Montclair State and from the Columbia riots achieved needed reforms. It certainly did. It did open the channels necessary for student-administration communication and it gave the Montclair faculty committee a chance to "take a look." There are the channels of communication may be, it is indeed interesting to note that the SDS-Montclair State has given its faculty speakers for the student body. That's real democracy in action, isn't it?

And like the ultra-rightwinger looking for a corny under his bed, so the leftwing SDS-Montclair State has a very capable administration anxious to aid the individual student. That minority that says 'bogwash' to the idea better lay-off the Karl Marx and start looking.

The administration of Montclair State has proven receptive to new ideas, how liberal they may be. They have established courses and instituted a pass/fail grading system that most students wanted; an undergraduate council has been established where the student's voice may be heard. The SDS, therefore, is something really not needed at MSC to cause unnecessary turmoil. The channels are open and the administration of the projected SDS is not on the wrong frequency.

How many mothers does a girl need?

Colleges are stepping out of the role of parents. The milk-bottle was out a long time ago; it's about time the kids who were allowed to cross streets without holding hands with value judgments that are not their own. Some current opinions which the University of Wisconsin faculty committee has presented here should be...practically complete withdrawal by the university from its present role of 'in loco parentis'. There should be an 'end to regulation' of students' off campus lives and of such aspects of their on campus lives and of such the university does not stand 'in loco parentis' relationship to assessing those people most responsible for their welfare. The benevolent

sue guatelli's column
Controversial Medical School To Cost $71 Million

Temporary facilities for the planned N.J. College of Medicine and Dentistry.

Med School Partly To Blame For Riots

Planners expect to complete building in three years.

By DAVID M. LEVINE
Montclarion Features Editor

The planners of the controversial New Jersey College of Medicine and Dentistry, to be located in the heart of Newark's ghetto, unveiled long-range plans this week.

The campus, to be built at a cost of $71 million in city and state funds, will include a modern science building, lecture halls, research laboratories, a teaching hospital, administration offices and the latest medicinal facilities.

The New Jersey College of Medicine and Dentistry has been the focal point of controversy by the city administration and ghetto residents since 1966. Under a contract signed by the city of Newark, 150 acres would have been handed over to the state to build this institution, leaving 3500 Negro and Puerto Rican families without homes.

An aroused group of ghetto residents claimed, however, that 22,000 people were involved and threatened "violent action" if the city forced the ghetto residents to move.

The partial result of Newark's refusal to listen to the plea of ghetto residents was the summer '67 rioting in the area, lasting six days.

As a result, the city consented to cut the med school down to 57.9 acres, and guarantee jobs and free medical care to area residents. The city, however, would not aid in the relocation of ghetto residents.

At last week's unveiling, college officials announced that the med school would take about three years to complete on a much shortened version of 49 acres.

By DAVID M. LEVINE
Montclarion Features Editor

"Hey Jude (and friends) don't be afraid — take a sad song and make it better . . ."

Try GALUMPH

ATTENTION! GOLF CANDIDATES

Anyone interested in playing varsity golf this spring may see Mr. DeRosa in the Phys. Ed. office or Bob Rolak at meeting in Gym Lobby, 3 p.m., Oct. 17.

BUY! SELL!

If you have something to sell, or you want to buy something — advertise in the MONTCLARION. It's the best way to get results.

If you want to wish your girlfriend a 'Happy Birthday' or you want to protest about how bad the world is treating you — PUT IT IN PRINT!

It only costs 50c a line to advertise in the MONTCLARION's classified ad section.

So send in your ad today — or deliver it to the MONTCLARION office and make your voice heard!
DEAN REACTS
To the Editor:
I was highly surprised to see the headline "BLANTON QUESTIONS NEED FOR A FREE MSC CAMPUS" in the Oct. 4 issue of the MONTCLARION. Since this headline and the article project the exact opposite view to that I hold, I most emphatically wish to correct the impression that I apparently gave you very charming freshman reporter, Miss Karyn Bykowsky.

The memo to Mr. Bob Martinez mentioned in the article had nothing to do with reactionary speakers as was implied in the article. Since so many students who knew I had in the past advocated an open campus policy came in the office requesting to see a copy of the original memo, I am reproducing the memo below.

"Outside recruiting groups are again requesting permission to appear on the Montclair campus. In the past we have permitted Naval recruiting officers on the campus because the SGA legislature passed a resolution making Montclair an open campus.

"We are again faced with the same problems. I do not see any difficulties. However, I would like very much for the new SGA legislature and officers to reinvestigate this problem and make recommendations to you. You might speak with Mr. Tom Stepnowski regarding last year's decision."

I believe the memo speaks for itself. In the past Army and Navy recruiters have been permitted on the MSC campus although they have been prohibited in numerous other campuses. Recently I have received several complaints about military recruiting on campus. Although I have reservations about this war and am highly aware that some students strongly disapprove of military service, I still feel that military recruiting should continue because of the interest of those students desiring military careers.

Opposing groups have never been restricted. They are free to supply counter information in nearby areas. It is my firm belief that the SGA legislature should be the final authority on recruiting. Since we are living in a period of rapid social change, it is imperative that each new legislature react rapidly in re-evaluating past policies. These considerations prompted me to write the memo to Mr. Martinez.

I would like to congratulate the editors and reporters on an improved and expanded MONTCLARION. I also agree strongly with your editorial on the "Open Door Policy." In fact it represents very well my own viewpoint.

Any student desiring further clarification of my views on an open campus is invited to see me. For those who may not wish to come to my office, I eat frequently in the TUB, Grace Freeman and Life Hall cafeterias. I enjoy talking with students on any topic and can always find time for conversation.

LAWTON W. BLANTON
Dean of Students

To the Editor:
In the Sept. 27 issue of the MONTCLARION, Mike Lieberman asserted that Chicago-type force would have prevented the assassinations in Dallas, Memphis, and Los Angeles. This is equating political protest with political assassination. It also implies that Chicago was a good example of law enforcement when it actually was a disgraceful display of brutality. Massive force not only has failed in Chicago, but it has also failed in Vietnam. This use of force has only added momentum to the spiraling spread of violence in this country. It is a sad commentary on our society when slogans like "law and order" (without justice) spread like wildfire and Give a Damn can't even get on the radio station hit parade.

I respectfully ask Mr. Lieberman what should have been done in Dallas? Should the police have beaten the spectators to make sure nobody killed the President? Do you condone the brutal, fascist tactics of Daley's thugs? You wanted to save RFK. Well, Daley paid him the respect of having his demonstrators at the convention drowned out the singing of Glory, Glory, Hallelujah with "We Don't Daley." If RFK had sold his "Open Door Policy" at the convention his headquarters would have been rained on.

GEORGE FARAGO
Class of '71

THE BOWLERO
50 Bowling Lanes
the
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Growths

Letters To The Editor

The CHARLEY BROWN
Where the girls are is where the Charley Brown is! Made to order for the classroom commuter, this new look CPO shirt/jacket is tailored in 100% wool with a warm fleece lining, has great detailing like button front and button down patch pockets. Come see it this week in the pick of the fall line. Find us at the Wax Polish, 100% wool.

Frost & Son, Montclair Olympic Sport Shop, Upper Montclair
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KAPPA SIGMA RHO
The women of Kappa Sigma Rho would like to welcome the freshmen and upperclassmen and to thank all those who patronized our lemonade stand during freshman week. A special hello to two returning sisters, Teri Stilling, '69, and Monica Saunders, '70, Plans for Homecoming, Greek Sing, and pledging are now underway and we hope to see many new girls coming out for these events.

Cathy Mitzen, '69, to Bob Savage; Judy Rush, '69, to Ronnie Trehan; Carole Fett, '69, to William Smith.

Engaged
Joan DeCec, '70, to Chip Dolan, '58, Tau Sigma Delta.

Pinned
Marzanna Perera, '69, to Andy Marchese, '59, Delta Tau Delta; Steven; Grace Babrizek, '69, to Dick Hancock, '70, Fairleigh Dickenson.

ZETA EPHILISON TAU
The brothers of ZET would like to welcome all the Montclair State College all new transfer students and incoming freshmen. We hope all of you will have a successful and happy year.

All of the brothers managed to have a good summer. Some of the boys went to Europe, some to the mountains, some to the Jersey shore. A few survived the summer life with academic courses taken at Montclair State.

Now that the boys have settled down once again to the chores of the academic world with a sigh of relief after a hectic summer, we are all looking forward to that magic number "4.0."

Carlos Almodvar, '69, to Leda Rodriguez.

Engaged
George Bohonyi, '69, to Janis Cuba, '69.

Pinned
Walter Krawiec, '69, to Barbara Hase, '69; Dave Jones, '71, to Nancy Estes, '70; Edward Stefavich, '70, to Barbara Griffiths, '71; James Hoffman, '70, to Susan Hughson, '70.

LAMBDA CHI DELTA
The men of Lambda extend a welcome to the returning and entering students. The First Annual Lambda Tennis Tournament begins on September 30 and concludes on October 12. Our fall smoker will be held this year on October 17. Congratulations to brothers Rick Warren, Jerry Ben and Rich Stefanik as elected SGA legislators and Bob Martinez as SGA president. This fall’s pledge master is Rocco Patierno. Assistant pledge masters are Richard Schall and Chuck Maranzano. Also, congratulations are extended to Terry McGlincy as 1968-1969 Club Chairman.

Pinned
Bob Schmidt, '71, to Maria Crews '72; Jeff Snyder, '71, to June Thompson '68, Mountainside School of Nursing.

Married
Terry McGlincy, '69, to Felice Komisar, M.A., '68; Stu Andrews, '68, to Liz Schneider; Steve Bogen, '68, to Maureen Flynn, KRJ, '70.

IOTA GAMMA XI
The women of Iota are anticipating a successful new school year, with their only regret being the last of the charter members. The sisters are making preparations for the fall tea on Oct. 29. Some other upcoming events in which Iotians will participate are Greek Sing and Iota's Maquegrade to be held on Oct. 25. The sisters are working diligently on their annual Maquegrade and hope for a tremendously successful event. Also on the fall agenda are a hayride and a dinner dance.

Pinned
Anne Karpowich, '69, to Tom Askers, Pii Chi, May Louise Kovel, '69, to Gary Pritak, Fairleigh Dickenson; Claudia Goldiena, '69, to Gene Miliakos, Fairleigh Dickenson.

Giant Poster
from any photo

Get a
Swingline
Tot Stapler

2 ft. x 3 ft.
only $1.95

*Send any black & white or color photo (no negatives and the name "Swingline" cut out from any Swingline package or reasonable facsimile) to: POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165, Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95 cash, check or money order (no C.O.D.). Add sales tax where applicable.

Posters rolled and mailed (postpaid) in sturdy tubes. Original material returned undamaged. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Swingline Inc.
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101
We Cater To The College Crowd!
Our Prices Are So Reasonable Even The Faculty Can Afford
To Eat.

**HERZIG’S FOOD SPECIALTIES**
123 Watchung Ave.
Montclair, N.J.
746-8240
7 Days a Week
8-11 p.m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HERZIG’S BIG BOY’S (Triple Decker)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHEESE</td>
<td>$.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOLOGNA &amp; CHEESE</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESSSED HAM</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAD CHEESE</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOODWURST</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALAMI</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURKEY</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHICKEN</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROAST BEEF</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOILED HAM</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIRGINIA HAM</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBMARINES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MINI-SUB</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPER-SUB</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROAST BEEF, TURKEY, VIRGINIA HAM COMBO</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOT SANDWICH</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORN BEEF &amp; CABBAGE</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIELBASY</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEATBALL (BROWN or RED GRAVY) GERMAN STYLE</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASTRAMI</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOMEMADE DISH – DAILY SPECIAL</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HUNGARIAN GOULASH (NOODLES &amp; SOUR CREAM)</td>
<td>1.25/Serves 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHICKEN PAPRIKA (SOUR CREAM)</td>
<td>1.50/Serves 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chili Con Carne, Stuffed Peppers, Cabbage Rolls,
* * *
Chopped Chicken Livers, Variety of Salads, Lox,
* * *
Stuffed Shells & Tomato Sauce, German Meatloaf,
* * *
MANY OTHER FAVORITE SELECTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM CHECK AND
SEE WHAT THE CHEF HAS PREPARED
FOR TODAY!
Features Albee Plays intermittently throughout the theatre while a gigantic wood 1969, a playwright's repertory anymore because we cry" and order — "the beauty of art is deporation around which he weaves and government — "war is politics non-communicative fashion.Mailer addressed the audience, added that if they didn't, they The only trouble is that neither crowd of murders, long-haired police precinct, presumably in existential relationship between imperialism, capitalism, revolution and withdrawal; sarcastic look at status, the underlying framework. His First Film Beyond the Law, a film by Norman Mailer, is outrageous. Not only is it poorly acted, but also poorly constructed. The film's galling fact is that, in spite of its artlessness, it is really good. The director, has taken advantage of the novel's Happy Days, created by producer Bob Weir and written by Charles Lascari, to present a film designed to amuse himself. Before the performance Mailer has described this as the film's main plot concerns the escape of the Hollanders from American embassy somewhere in Europe. Their vacation of uninterrupted diarrhea is wasted venture. Due to the Mr. Hollander is a reputable underplayer — causing one to laugh. Janis is leaving the group's second, is now number four according to Billboard. Critics of the popular music have been going about it all wrong. In attempts to prove rock and roll obscene and debauched, they point to Elvis, etc., the new past and suggestive lyrics. What they have missed is Janis Joplin sex personalized. Her voice alone produces cheap, sensuous thrills in the average American male. When that high pitched, nasal shriek emerges from her throat, invoking "Take another little piece of my heart...", you don't have time to say no. That piece of her heart takes you to yours, causing a slight censorship of your coronary palpitations in the process. The album, with only half its material live, a Fillmore Auditorium, pulsatates in life every cut. Janis' voice adds new meaning to the best of popular music lyrics of George and Ira Gershwin's Summertime. She clearly illustrates the "white Aretta" by other means." Meanwhile, Ruth White's voice is telling us "7,000,000 babies (are) dead, in the time it takes to knead the dough." The longinded lady says "there is no death, there is only dying," and the old woman whines "over the hill to the poorhouse." The minister never utter a word. These two plays are a brilliant reflection of a man who is important young playwright writing today. Two early Albee plays provide another twin bill in the fall repertoire. The Death of Bessie is a story of racism surrounding the death of the famed Negro blues singer in Memphis in 1937. Though not one of his better plays, Albee provides enough material for Rosemary Murphy to exact a startling characterization of the bitter sweet, have-nurt. One of Albee’s best known work, The American Dream is a scathing comment on society and convention. The lines of the play are so pathetically funny you can't help but cry when you finish laughing. The American Dream is a sarcastic look at status, the family, hypocrisy and withdrawal; the time it takes to knead the dough." The long winded lady is making her movie debut in FUNNY GIRL at the Criterion. What appears as just an hilarious, funny anti-establishment movie, is really a visage of Mailer's arduous personality. Beneath the comedy is an intense characterization of all that Mailer is and all that he wants to be. The photography of D.A. Pennerkaker, Nicholas Proferes and Jan Welt resembles that of a documentary. But put it together with Mailer's mind and you get a good movie.
Luceno’s Soccer Team Upsets East Stroudsburg 2-1, NCE 2-1

By KEN TECZA

Montclair State sports received a needed shot in the arm, as the Indians posted impressive early season soccer victories over East Stroudsburg and the College of Engineering 2-1. The season soccer victories over East Indians posted impressive early East Stroudsburg win marked the last ten years of competition Migliori, Joe Sallemi, Frank Ariola control the ball as much as making 18 saves. Hartman turned in a fine game “the game was ours right from the start” was the comment of Westabout the Montclair team. Hartman. The Engineers came for MSC by scoring on a pass from Arriola. Goalie Tom Hartman made eight saves while Andy Zacha had six in the NCE net. Again defense also played a big role in the Indians' success. Denis Popman played a fine game on defense along with Co-captain Al Czaya who has overcome his knee problem and has contributed greatly in both wins. Czaya's experience, having been selected NAAC All Conference last season, has been a big factor on defense. Luceno plans to stick with his “winning combination” of ballplayers for now and hopes that injuries will not hamper their success.

The Indians next two opponents, Glassboro State and Jersey City State, are both New Jersey State Conference mates. It is hoped that the Indians’ early season success in the conference will carry over to the NCAA playoffs. They seem to have a very good shot at the East Stroudsburg squad and that the game; they gambled and lost. 

Montclair State's other two teams held each other to a 1-0 draw in the first quarter, both teams scored on long kicks by goalie Tom Hartman. The Engineers came for their ball handing and passing success. Against Newark College of Technology both teams held each other to a 1-0 draw in the first half. The team that wins will be out for the entire season

Migliori, Joe Sallemi, Frank Ariola

Rain played the quarterback Monday night as it called signals to the tune of eight postponed games. Montclair State's other intramural football team.

Although the rain did stop Williamsburg, New Jersey seemed to have a most dedicated group. The “Redskins” in a new campus concept designed to wrestle, and baseball. Your support to become a reality will be greatly appreciated.

“Redskins” would like the fans of their team to attend any game. The “Redskins” would like the fans of their team to attend any game.

The “Redskins” would like the fans of their team to attend any game.

Aberdeen’s Freshman Team

The Chiefs, coming off an impressive 33.0 win over Agora, appear to hold the upper hand in their battle with Psi Chi, Psi Chi, while holding an identical 1-0 mark, was hard fought in downing Tau Sigma Delta 6-4.

Tau Lambda Beta, who recently rolled to an easy 24-6 win over Eta Epsilon Tau, is expected to have a tougher time against Phi Lambda Pi. Phi played on even terms the last week with a strong Faculty-Try team before bowing to a 12-9 count.

Aberdeen’s Freshman Team

The “Redskins” in a new campus concept designed to promote the newest “in thing” this year is the football spirit. The “Redskins” would like the fans of their team to attend any game. The “Redskins” would like the fans of their team to attend any game.
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